The subalgebra of diagonal elements of a quantum matrix group has been conjectured by Daniel Krob and Jean-Yves Thibon to be isomorphic to a cubic algebra, coined the quantum pseudo-plactic algebra. We present a functorial approach to the conjecture through the quantum Schur-Weyl duality between the quantum group and the Hecke algebra. The relations of the quantum diagonal subalgebra are found to be the image of the braid relations of the underlying Hecke algebra by an appropriate Schur functor which gives a straightforward proof of the conjecture. 3 We have used the substitution (23) to eliminate off-diagonal terms −ωx 123 213 − ωx 123 132
Introduction
The diagonal elements of a quantum matrix group C[GL q (V )] close a subalgebra which is the noncommutative avatar of the algebra of the functions on the torus. The resulting quantum diagonal algebra C[GL q (V )] ∆ ⊂ C[GL q (V )] provides a noncommutative character theory of quantum group comodules which is a lifting of the commutative symmetric functions. We identify the functions on the quantum torus T with the subspace of End(V ) * stable by the transposition τ , τ (x i j ) = x j i . Krob and Thibon conjectured [3] that the algebra C[GL q (V )] ∆ spanned by x i i ∈ C[GL q (V )] is isomorphic to the quantum pseudo-plactic algebra defined as the quotient PP q (T) ∼ = C(q) T /(L ∆ q (T)) of the free diagonal algebra C(q) T by the ideal (L ∆ q (T)) generated by
Stated differently, the ideal of relations of the diagonal subalgebra C[GL q (V )] ∆ is generated by the cubic relations (1) and there are no relations in higher order which are independent from the cubic ones, eq (1) . We introduce a Schur bifunctor the tower of Hecke algebras H q r into the coordinate ring of the quantum group C[GL q (V )]. It maps (H q r , H q r )-modules into (U q gl (V ), U q gl (V ))-modules. The polarization functor denoted by / / / o / o / o is the adjoint functor of the Schur bifunctor. The polarization of the diagonal subalgebra C[GL q (V )] ∆ is defined to be the diagonal Hecke algebra H q ∆
(2) The quantum Weyl action [5] is stabilizing the diagonal C[GL q (V )] ∆ r in C[GL q (V )] r . It has a counterpart, an "adjoint" H q r -action on H q r ∆ . We consider also the polarization PP q of the quantum pseudo-plactic algebra PP q (T) which we refer to as the pre-plactic algebra defined as a factor algebra. We prove that the ideal of PP q induced by the unique polarized pseudo-plactic relation, namely
contains all relations of the diagonal Hecke algebra H q ∆ , that is, one has the isomorphism of H q -modules between the pre-plactic algebra and the diagonal Hecke algebra
The pre-plactic relation (3) is the difference of the Knuth relations of the plactic monoid [4] therefore the pre-plactic algebra PP q is a lifting of the Poirier-Reutenauer algebra [12] . Both Poirier-Reutenauer PR and pre-plactic algebra PP q [14] are Hopf algebra quotients of the Malvenuto-Reutenauer algebra MR [9] PR ⊂ PP q ⊂ MR .
There exists also a Schur functor P S q [8] mapping the q-deformation of PR to qdeformation P S q (V ) of the plactic algebra (deformed parastatistics algebra [1, 7] ).
In Chapter 4 by applying a Schur bifunctor to the H q -modules PP q ∼ = H q ∆ we prove the conjecture of Krob and Thibon
The cubic relations L ∆ q (T) = 0 are playing a role similar to the Knuth relations of the plactic algebra in the theory of noncommutative symmetric functions. Moreover the pre-plactic relation L ∆ q = 0 acquire in the process of our proof clear geometrical meaning, it is nothing but the braid relation of the Hecke algebra.
Schur functor and its adjoint
The algebra of functions on the quantum group C[GL q (V )] coacts on itself, it is a naturally a (C[GL q (V )], C[GL q (V )])-comodule. The "regular representation" of C[GL q (V )] according to the Peter-Weyl theorem has a decomposition into a product of left and right irreducible [GL q (V )]-comodules
In their seminal paper Faddeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtajan [2] defined the algebra of functions on the general linear quantum group C[GL q (V )] as the commutant of the action of the Hecke algebra H 2 (q). The Hecke algebra H 2 (q) is represented by the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum R-matrixR q ∈ End(V ⊗2 )
(4) In other words the homogeneous elements of C[GL q (V )] are the coinvariants of the natural H q r -action
Here the decorated tensor product ⊗ H q r stands for the quotient relating the right and left H q r -action, e.g.
. By duality the two-sided comodules C[GL q (V )] r are bimodules of the quantum universal enveloping algebra U q (g). The quantum Schur-Weyl duality is the double commutant property of the action of the quantum universal enveloping algebra U q gl (V ) and the action of the Hecke algebra H q r . The Schur-Weyl duality allows to build the Schur functor which maps the category of representations of the Hecke algebra H q r − mod to the category of representations of the quantum universal enveloping algebra U q gl (V ) − mod.
Orthogonal idempotents in H q r . An orthogonal idempotent e λ (T ) in H q r is parametrized by a partition λ of r, λ ⊢ r and a Standard Young Tableau T with shape λ, T ∈ ST ab(λ). Different idempotents are orthogonal e λ (T )e µ (T ′ ) = e λ (T )δ λµ δ T T ′ .
A system of orthogonal idempotents provides a partition of unity
An irreducible right H q r -module is constructed as the ideal given by multiplication with an idempotent e λ from the left, S λ = e λ H q r . Idempotents e λ (T ) and e λ (T ′ ) with different Young Tableaux T, T ′ ∈ ST ab(λ) having same shape λ lead to isomorphic H q r -modules S λ ∼ = S λ(T ) ∼ = S λ(T ′ ) , so we often suppress T .
The polarization is a functor adjoint to the Schur functor, it maps a U q gl (V )-module S λ (V ) with |λ| = r into its underlying H q r -module S λ . The coordinate ring is N d -bigraded by the weight 1 of the multi-indices A and B
The polarization of [GL q (V )] r is its component of weight 1 r (we suppose that we have chosen V such that dim V = r). Equivalently the multi-indices α and β of weight 1 r are words of permutations α, β ∈ S r . The polarization of the
Every left (right) H q r -module S λ (S λ ) appears in the regular representation with multiplicity equal to its dimension f λ = dim S λ .
For generic q the regular representation H q r is isomorphic to its specialization at q = 1, i.e., to the regular representation of C[S r ]. Hence C[S r ] can be seen as the polarization of the commutative algebra C[GL(V )]. A permutation α ∈ S r is given by the two row bijective correspondence (with commuting biletters) or equivalenty by its word
The inverse permutation α −1 is simply obtained by exchanging the two rows
in which we have rearranged the commuting biletters. More generally any two row bijection yields a permutation representable as a product
The permutation α −1 β can be thought as an element in the double coset where the right C[S r ]-action is by place permutation and the left C[S r ]-action is by substitution
The commutativity of the biletters is expressed by the coset notation ⊗ C [Sr] . We now come back to the Hecke algebra H q r isomorphic to the permutation group algebra H q r ∼ = C[S r ] for generic q. It has a basis T σ ∈ H q r indexed by the permutations σ ∈ S r . We intorduce another basis T σ := T σ −1 In parallel with C[S r ] one has the double coset for (H q r ) α β , cf. eq. (5) with basis
we get the Faddeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtajan relations [ 
These relations span an ideal which is also a coideal for the coaction
With the help of the identification (7) one has T 12 12 = 1 1 ⊗ 1 1
Hence the polarization (10) of eq. (9) is equivalent to the two factorizations of the Hecke relation (taken together)
Hence by applying the polarization functor to the quantum matrix group C[GL q (V )] relationsR q W ⊗ W − W ⊗ WR q one gets the relations of the Hecke algebra H q 2 . Conversely, the normalization of the factorization of the Hecke relations, cf. eq. (11) (after division by [2] = q + q −1 = 0 for q 2 = −1) leads to two orthogonal idempotents in H q 2 e 2 e 1 2 = 0 = e 1 2 e 2 (1 1 H q 2 = e 2 + e 1 2 ) where the q-symmetrizer and the q-antisymmetrizer are respectively
Half of the relations of the quantum matrix group C[GL q (V )], cf. eq. (4) are obtained through the Schur bifunctors
2 -action ρ of the projectors e 2 and e 1 2 is throught the multiplication by the R-matrix eq.(8), ρ(T s1 ) =R q ∈ End(V ⊗2 ). The other half of the relations in eq. (4) , (the " missing relation" after Yuri Manin [10] )
The above relations define the so called left and right quantum semi-groups [10] , respectively. Taken together they span the ideal of the quantum group relations eq. (4). Equivalently one has the short exact sequence of (U q gl (V ), U q gl (V ))-modules
whose polarization yields the short exact sequence of (H q r , H q r )-modules
. The one-dimensional H q 2 -bimodules S 2 ⊗ S 1 2 and S 1 2 ⊗ S 2 can be visualized by the braid diagrams 2 = + q − q −1 and = − q −1 + q .
3 Quantum Diagonal algebra C[GL q (V )] ∆ Definition 1. The quantum diagonal algebra C[GL q (V )] ∆ is the subalgebra of the quantum matrix algebra C[GL q (V )] generated by the elements
The restriction of the commutative ring C[GL(V )] to the subring of the diagonal matrix elements x i i yields C[T], the commutative functions on the torus T. We now derive the relations in the restriction C[GL q (V )] ∆ to the diagonal of the noncommutative ring C[GL q (V )].
The subspace L ∆ q (T) ⊂ T * ⊗3 of the cubic relations of the quantum diagonal algebra C[GL q (V )] ∆ is generated by the pseudo-plactic relations (1). Its 
Thus one has a transformation with a singular matrix, x σ σ = x ρ M ρ σ with ρ, σ ∈ S 3 . Since the monomials x ρ are a true basis in 1 3 -graded part of C[GL q (V )] 3 we have
where the combination of columns (rows in eq (13) 
Similarly from x σ σ ∈ C[GL q (V )] ∆ of weight (1, 2) one obtains KerM = L ∆ q 12 2 . Remark. The origin of the kernel of M is the existence of two "homotopic" expressions of maximal element x 321 whose difference
In the same vein, the maximal element of weight (2, 1), that is, x 112 211 while expressed in C[GL q (V )] ∆ can be written in two different ways 
We fix a partition of the unit in 1 1 H q 3 by orthogonal idempotents
the two idempotents e ± 21 corresponding to the two Standard Young Tableaux with shape λ = 21, dim S 21 = 2. The idempotent e + 21 is a deformation of the Eulerian idempotent e [1] 3 considered by Jean-Louis Loday [6] . Eulerian idempotents e [1] n split the Harisson homology from the Hochschild homology.
Lemma 2. ([7])
The splitting of the central idempotent E 21 = e + 21 + e − 21 into two minimal idempotents e + 21 e − 21 = 0 is uniquely chosen by the θ-multiplication eigenvalues
These minimal idempotents are polynomials of T σ ∈ H q 3 (for details see [7] )
The projector e − 21 is obtained from e + 21 by the involution T σ → (−1) σ T σ , q → q −1 . We prove in the appendix the following important lemma Lemma 3. Let us denote by L ± q (W ) the U q gl (V )-bimodule
The relations of the quantum pseudo-plactic algebra PP q (T) are the image of the restriction of L ± q (W ) to the diagonal T *
Definition 3. The pre-plactic algebra PP q is the graded algebra PP q = r≥0 PP q (r) with degrees given by the quotient
where (L ∆ q ) r stays for the degree r of the ideal (L ∆ q ) generated by the polarization of the pseudo-plactic relations L ∆ q (T) cf. eq. (18)
It is clear that the pre-plactic algebra PP q ⊂ H q = r≥0 H q r is the polarization of the quantum pseudo-plactic algebra PP q (T). We obtain now the key result;
Proof. The r! elements T α α := T α ⊗ T α freely generate the diagonal space
We are going to show now that L ∆ q is the unique combination in (H q
We attach to each generator in (H 3 (q) ⊗ H 3 (q)) ∆ its braid using coset notation (6) putting the left factor in the upper half-plane (above the horizon) and right factor under the horizon These braids are symmetric with respect to the horizon, the left factor being the braid indexed by the inverse permutation of the right. The projection p is gluing the upper and the lower braids allowing generators to flow across the tensor product
and allows to reduce the number of crossings, by reducing the word written with braid generators. For instance, in the Hecke relation T 2 s1 = 1 1 + (q − q −1 )T s1 , the "bubble" (T s1 ) 2 being reduced to braids in H q with lower length number of crossings
a move that we are referring as Hecke move. The "standardized" pseudo-plactic relation is pictorially represented by sum of "diagonal" diagrams and we got the transparent result: the pre-plactic relation L ∆ q is equivalent to the braid relation. The reduced word 321 has two representatives and the two braids cancel
Lemma 4. All symmetric elements in (H q ⊗H q ) ∆ with vanishing projection in H q∆ belong to the ideal generated by the braid relation (L ∆ q ),
Proof of the lemma. Reducing a generator x in H q∆ ⊂ H q to its minimal length is a "normal ordering" such that we can't apply the Hecke moves the braid diagram of x any more. Any non-zero element in H q∆ is represented by a combination of reduced words, but there is a remaining "gauge freedom", T sisi+1si ∼ T si+1sisi+1 which is the "mutation" of the reduced word with respect to the braid relation.
Assume that in degree n > 3 we have a relation H q ∆ not generated by L ∆ q . We conclude that there exists an independent relation between the reduced words in H q which is of degree higher than 3 which is a contradiction since any reduced word can be brought to any other by a sequence of braiding mutations T sisi+1si ∼ T si+1sisi+1 . The lemma is proven.
When restricted to the diagonal T the sequence of (U q gl (V ), U q gl (V ))-modules cf. eq. (12) yields the sequence of spaces
These spaces are stable under the quantum Weyl action [5] which lives in a completion U q gl(V ).
The polarization of this sequence of U q gl(V )-modules provides the sequence of
According to lemma 4 the sequence of H q r -modules cf. (21) is exact for all r ≥ 0. The exactness implies the isomorphism (H q ) ∆ ∼ = PP q . The theorem is proven.
Theorem 1 implies the conjecture of Daniel Krob and Jean-Yves Thibon [3] .
The isomorphism PP q (T) ∼ = C[GL q (V )] ∆ holds true if and only if the sequence of U q gl(V )-modules (20) is exact
By functoriality the exactness of the sequence of U q gl(V )-modules (20) follows from the exactness of the sequence of H q r -modules (21). The latter exactness is due the isomorphism PP q ∼ = H q ∆ (Theorem 1).
while the 3 × 3 blocks are indexed by λ, µ ∈ {112, 121, 211} or {122, 212, 221}.
[e ± 21 ] λ µ = 1 2(q + q −1 ± 1)
Applying the Einstein summation convention over repeating indices k and l but not on i's we get the sum L ± q (W ) i1i2i3 i1i2i3 = [e ± (q)] i1i2i3 k1k2k3 x k1 l1 x k2 l2 x k3 l3 [e ∓ (q)] l1l2l3 i1i2i3 no summation on i 1 , i 2 , i 3 .
For multi-indices 1 = i 1 < i 2 = i 3 = 2 of weight (1, 2) we get 
By similar substitutions for indices of weight (2, 1) we get L ± q (W ) 112 112 ∈ L ∆ q (T) 11 2 .
By direct calculation after replacing all off-diagonal terms by the above substitution we recover the pseudo-Knuth relations L ∆ q (T) for three different indices in eq. (1)
